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• Board Member, MN Resuscitation Consortium
- Images of any commercial devices or medications

are for illustration purposes only. The inclusion of 
such images in this presentation does not imply 
endorsement of any specific device or company. 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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• Recurrent VF is a rhythm 
that terminates with 
cardioversion, but then 
recurs rapidly. 

• As CPR is immediately 
restarted after defibrillation, 
this may be missed due to 
CPR artifact. 

• This rhythm is amenable to 
treatment with chemical 
antidysrhythmics if 
recognized and treated 
appropriately.

• (Courtesy of ZOLL Corp.)

Defining the problem:
What is recurrent versus refractory VF (RVF)?

ECG with CPR artifact

SeeThruCPR filtered ECG

CPR Acceleration Signal
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• Refractory VF is 
ventricular fibrillation that is 
thought to be “shock 
resistant” to standard 
cardioversion, due to 
ongoing myocardial 
ischemia fostering ongoing 
electrical instability.

• This is the concept of 
cardiac “Electrical Storm”, 
where the myocardium is 
extremely resistant to 
stabilization.

Defining the problem:
What is recurrent versus refractory VF?
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• Current AHA guidelines 
for VF/VT call for three 
defibrillations with IV/IO 
epinephrine every 3-5 
minutes.

• Amiodarone is then given 
if unable to convert. 

• RVF exceeds the 
current AHA algorithm 
for VF/VT!!!

Current Pre-hospital treatments
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• How about limiting or eliminating epinephrine? 
- It has never been shown to improve survival to hospital 

discharge, and may actually decrease it.
- Increases oxygen consumption.
- Increases cerebral and myocardial vasoconstriction, so it 

impairs critical tissue oxygenation.
- It is a dysrhythmic catecholamine, so it may actually make 

RVF harder to break.

Current Pre-hospital treatments
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• How about limiting or 
eliminating epinephrine? 
- Preliminary research 

shows that lower doses of 
epinephrine does not 
impact outcomes.

- There is a reasonable 
argument that to decrease 
the catecholamine surge 
associated with RVF, 
epinephrine should be 
reduced or eliminated in 
these patients.

Current Pre-hospital treatments
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• Esmolol
- Esmolol decreases 

sympathetic tone and 
counteracts the 
catecholamine surge 
thought to occur during 
RVF arrest. 

- This is the only drug in 
cardiac arrest 
management that has 
been shown to increase 
the rate of survival to 
hospital discharge with
favorable neurologic 
outcomes.

Hospital treatment:
Other medications for RVF
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• Esmolol 
- Blocks beta-adrenergic 

receptors in the 
myocardium, thereby 
blocking the beta effects of 
the high concentrations of 
catecholamines.

- This allows RVF to be 
more responsive to 
cardioversion.

Hospital treatment:
Other medications for RVF
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• INTRA-LIPID 
EMULSION THERAPY
- Recent research has 

shown that intra-lipids 
appear to open a different 
calcium channel into the 
myocardial conduction 
cells. 

- This allows the generation 
of ATP (energy) that can 
stimulate cardiac 
conduction and 
contractility.

Hospital treatment:
Other medications for RVF
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• Cardiac catheterization with 
ongoing automated CPR has 
been described multiple times 
in the medical literature.

• It requires well trained staff, 
rapid transport directly to the 
CCL, and interventionalists 
adept at the intricacies of the 
procedure. 

Hospital treatment:
PCI with automated CPR
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• This mode of treatment has been around for over thirty years, and 
has been used mainly by EP cardiologists. 

• It is based on the concept that very high doses of energy are 
needed when RVF is unresponsive to maximum standard 
defibrillations. 

• DSD relies on the current delivered to the patient, and the vector 
that it goes through in order to maximally capture the fibrillating 
myocardium.

• In order to successfully defibrillate, ~90% of the myocardium must 
be depolarized with greater than 14A of current.

Pre-hospital and hospital treatment:
Dual/Double Sequence Defibrillation (DSD)
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• Current (A)=Energy(J)/Impedance(ohms); with impedance being a 
function directly related to the patient. The higher the impedance, 
the less current delivered. 

• All current defibrillators measure patient impedance, and increase 
the delivered energy to increase the current delivered.

• Impedance can be lowered by improving the contact between 
patient and defibrillator pads by:
- Cleaning skin prior to pad placement.
- Removing excess body hair or sweat.
- Increasing pressure on the pads (gloved hands with dry 

towels).

Pre-hospital and hospital treatment:
Dual/Double Sequence Defibrillation (DSD)
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Pre-hospital and hospital treatment:
Dual/Double Sequence Defibrillation (DSD)
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Case Series Patients Conversion DSD 
Shocks

Survivors

Cabanas 10 7 2 0
Cortez 12 9 2 3
Ross 50 14 unknown 3
Merlin 7 5 2 3
Emmerson 45 17 2.5+2 2
Totals: 129 52 2 11 (8.5%)

Pre-hospital and hospital treatment:
Dual/Double Sequence Defibrillation (DSD)
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• All the listed studies attempted 
DSD after 3-5 standard 
defibrillation attempts.

• All were given amiodarone 
prior to DSD.

• Highest CPC 1-2 discharge 
rate was 28.7% (Merlin).

• Several ongoing studies 
currently.

Pre-hospital and hospital treatment:
Dual/Double Sequence Defibrillation (DSD)
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• Keys to maximizing 
early defibrillation 
success
- Initial proper angle of 

Anterior-Lateral pad 
placement.

-Maximize pad contact to 
decrease electrical 
impedance.

- If unsuccessful after 
three attempts, change 
to Anterior-Posterior 
position.

- If still unsuccessful, and
equipment is available, 
consider DSD.

Pre-hospital and hospital treatment:
Dual/Double Sequence Defibrillation (DSD)
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• The current AHA guidelines do not adequately 
delineate the treatment of this condition.

• Automated CPR has markedly extended the “window 
of opportunity” for these patients.

• Epinephrine is arrhythmogenic and can worsen RVF, 
as well as cause cerebral/myocardial ischemia.
- Limit epinephrine to a total of 3 mg, OR eliminate its use 

altogether in these patients.

The Refractory VF Patient:
Take Home Points:
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• Have a plan for the RVF patient, including early 
transport, appropriate destination, and an organized 
approach when they arrive.
- Consider Esmolol for decreasing sympathetic tone and 

counteracting the catecholamine surge.
- Consider 20% Lipid infusion therapy for restoring energy flow 

to the myocardial mitochondria and possible associated drug 
intoxications.

- PCI with ongoing automated CPR is feasible and extends our 
“window of opportunity”, but requires skilled practitioners and 
a prepared CCL.

- Consider what you need to do to make your cardioversions
successful and what your protocols state about DSD use.

The Refractory VF Patient:
Take Home Points:
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• Special Thanks to:
Alex L.Trembley, II; NRP, BSM
Paramedic, Quality Supervisor; NMHAS

• The Minnesota Resuscitation Consortium
• @ConteratoMarc



2018 EMS STATE OF THE SCIENCE 
Gathering of Eagles 

Dr. David P. Keseg M.D. FACEP
Medical Director Columbus Division of Fire

Adjunct Professor Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center

Trickle Me ECMO!
Starting an ECMO Program for 

Refractory Ventricular Fibrillation



Disclosures



Can survival rates for 
refractory ventricular 

fibrillation be favorably 
impacted by selective 

transport to the cath lab to be 
put on ECMO in an urban fire-

based EMS system?









The Council of 
Cardiology and ECMO

















Survival by Activations Since Inception
August 2017 - Current
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Survival by Activations 8/2017 - Current
Activation Volume 7
Survival Volume 2
ECPR Survival Rate 29%
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Survived ECLS by Reason for Support
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Survived ECLS by Reason 
for Support CY 2017

ECPR Volume 3
ECPR Survival 2
ECPR Survival Rate 67%
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CPC Score for all Survivors
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CPC Score: All Survivors CY 2017
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Reasons for Decline
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Reasons for Decline CY 2017
Decline Pt. Volume 3
Metabolic Acidosis < 7.1 3
Lactate > 12 2
*Patients can have multiple reasons for decline





New Program Criteria




